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HORIZONTAL ACTIVITY MOST VISIBLE 
Horizontal Integration 
Virtually all hospital segments developing PHOs in 
response to managed care 
• Community hospitals - everywhere · 
• Hospital chains: e.g., Columbia 
• Academic medical centers 
- MGH-Brigham & Women's 
- University of Pennsylvania 
- Stanford 




To defend against the strains of 
managed care 
• No longer the "financier" of 
lower premiums 
• Critical mass to manage the 
administrative burden 
And ultimately to access the 
rewards of managed care 
Insurers' view 
To gain additional leverage with 
providers 
• Discounts today 
• Influence on behavior 
And ultimately to co-opt provider 
integration 
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MINNEAPOLIS MARKET 
• Group Health 




• Health Partners 
and Pare Nicollet 
form /SN 
• Fairview Hospital 





• BCBS Minn 











• 11 of 36 close 
• 3 dominant 
networks 
• 80% of physicians 
in groups 





THE PROMISE OF INTEGRATION 
Another Step-Improvement in Economies? 
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PROMISE OF INTEGRATION YET TO BE REALIZED 
Economics not particularly compelling: Average ROA <5% 
Premium performance not demonstrably superior 
• Differential criteria hard to document 
"There's still too much fat in our system ... it's not surprising a 
really well-run IPA can match our costs" 
Superior quality asserted, but not documented 
Even the best may be retreating; e.g., HCHP 
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Clinical care/disease management 





Incentives and rewards 
Management philosophy 
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GOVERNANCE 
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CONTEXT FOR STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 




• Little impact 
on costs 
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Physicians 
• Ultimate driver 
of cost & quality 
• Lack 
organization 
THE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP 
Insurers/ 
Managed Care 
• Lives, lives, 
lives 
• Capital and 
capabilities 
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Go it alone 
• Geography 







Create/join a network 




A seat at the 
table 
Minimal influence 




• Integration friendly 
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SPECTRUM OF INSURER/MANAGED CARE OPTIONS 
Key elements When it makes sense Examples 
Continue arm's length • Payor has high market U.S. Healthcare Stay the relations with providers share/clout Many Blues 
course 
• Providers are fragmented 
Offer services to integrated • Providers i ntegrated--with United HealthCare 
Provide providers, e.g., MSO clout [Phycor] 
services • Payor has capabilities to 
offer, and growth oriented 
Be Contract with integrated • Payor has weak position, PacifiCare 
"integration systems e.g., capitation relative to provider John Alden 
friendly" • Payer's strengths lie in 
administration 
Acquire/integrate with • Payor has high Aetna 
Integrate elements of the delivery membership/low share BCBS-NJ 
partially system • PCPs aligning with BCBS-MA 
• PCPs typically integrated systems 
Create the functional • Payor has high share Health Partners Lead full 
equivalent of a fully • But providers have Allina integration integrated system integrated to match payer 
clout 




Markets are evolving 
Strategic options challenge your current world 
Successful strategies of integration balance three dimensions 
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